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 n Optional GLOWWORDS can be programmed in the PlasmaCAM software using any standard CNC program.n PlasmaCAM
also includes a frame CNC utility which will cut and drill the frames required.n PlasmaCAM is a totally tool-free CAM.n

Optional modules include the module shown to the left, which can be programmed using a standard program.n Includes manual
and isise an easy to read instruction manual. 10 Plasma CNC PlasmaCAM with optional Software for Plasma CAM.10 The

PlasmaCAM CNC software comes as standard with the machine.n The PlasmaCAM software can be easily programmed to cut
the required area.n Using the same software as your cutting plan, you can have the PlasmaCAM machine cut your cut your cut
your cut your cut, and so on.10 What is a CNC machine.n What is PlasmaCAM. 12 Plasma CNC PlasmaCAM with optional
software for plasmaCAM.12 The plasmaCAM software comes as standard with the machine.12 Using the same software as
your cutting plan, you can have the plasmaCAM machine cut your cut your cut your cut your cut, and so on.12 Learn what a
CNC machine is.n Learn what PlasmaCAM is.n Learn how to use the software.n Learn how to program the software.n Learn
how to buy the optional software. 14 Plasma CNC PlasmaCAM with optional software for plasmaCAM.14 Using the same
software as your cutting plan, you can have the plasmaCAM machine cut your cut your cut your cut your cut, and so on.14

Learn what a CNC machine is.14 Learn what PlasmaCAM is.14 Learn how to use the software.14 Learn how to program the
software.14 Learn how to buy the optional software. 15 Plasma CNC PlasmaCAM with optional software for plasmaCAM.15
Using the same software as your cutting plan, you can have the plasmaCAM machine cut your cut your cut your cut your cut,
and so on.15 Learn what a CNC machine is.n Learn what PlasmaCAM is.15 Learn how to use the software.15 Learn how to
program the software.15 Learn how to buy the optional software. 16 Plasma CNC PlasmaCAM with optional software for

plasmaCAM.16 Using the same software as your cutting plan, you can have the plasmaCAM machine cut your cut your cut your
cut your cut, 82157476af
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